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The Darwin Initiative Project (2016-2019)
“Sustainable rangeland management to protect red pandas and 

herder livelihoods”
Institutions: 

Charles Sturt University, Dept of Livestock, Dept of Forests and Parks Service, WWF, Red 
Panda Network, Australian Landcare International. 

Actions: 

Landslide restoration, red panda monitoring and habitat protection, pasture 
improvement, savings groups, biogas trial, red panda education, ecotourism planning, 

Impact aim:

Community landcare approach enables Bhutan’s semi-nomadic herders and agencies to 
restore and protect high altitude rangelands, wildlife habitats and watersheds, and 
improve livelihoods through sustainable livestock and forest management.



Enablers for collective action
• Credibility of the project team- history of 

working with Brokpas (TRUST)

• Capacity building in group dynamics, conflict 
resolution and group management

• Forming two savings groups with a 
constitution, agreements and transparency

• Addressing concerns and resolving conflicts 

• Monastic blessing of the Drana Gully

• Forestry and livestock staff see ‘win-win’ 
outcomes and step outside their ‘silos’

• Non state actors (WWF/RPN) advice/support



Evidence from final household survey (45 respondents)

(Re savings) “we can save for our children; we don’t need to worry 
about losing it”

“Helps in paying medical bills if required; paying for food; can 
provide money if there is death in the family”

“People are listening to each other; they share ideas 
and come up with good solution to the problem.”

“It has helped prevent flash floods and make clean water”

“Some plants were washed away, fences fall down, livestock get 
in, not properly managed…”



Challenges to collective action

• Historical jealousies and conflict

• Uncertainty over commons user rights

• Slowness of fund transfers

• Highly regulated government system

• Many demands on community duties to the crown, 
monastic, schools, family, govt…..

• Lack of ‘development’ memory re failures and 
successes

• Dependency on aid programs to fix problems creating 
a ‘waiting’ attitude with reluctance to invest own 
savings for private or public improvements



Conclusions

• Global Initiatives (Darwin Fund) provide a platform or catalyst to 
stimulate collective action for commons

• Remote areas often lack state recognition of commons problems so 
need to fully engage state and non-state actors

• Enable collective action by building problem solving and planning skills

• Slowly build trust and confidence in the collective action process as 
outcomes emerge

• Accept that challenges are inevitable and work with them to keep 
moving forward
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